Police officers have the responsibility of
protecting the public peace. They enforce laws,
proactively patrol their venues, and investigate
instances brought to their attention. Police are
expected to respond to any situation that may
arise while they are on duty. One of the lesserknown, but most time-consuming, duties of any
officer is accurate and complete documentation
of their activity.

TracNet Law Enforcement Records
Management Suite is the most effective way to
organize, track, and access the vast amount of
information that flows through your police
department every day. TracNet is an integrated
suite of products with CAD, Mobile (OTR), Jail
(JMS), and Records Management System (RMS).

EASE OF USE
TracNet RMS was designed for law
enforcement by law enforcement. We
continuously change and upgrade features to
meet the changing needs of Law Enforcement.
Information is entered into the robust industrial
scalable relational database using officer-friendly
Windows® entry screens. Help screens are
available throughout the system with the click of
a mouse or by pressing one key (F1).
SINGLE POINT OF ENTRY
At the heart of any records management system
is the detailed officer’s report of incidents. A
report is a collection of data about the places,
persons, vehicles, and/or property. In TracNet
Records Management, all data is a single point
of entry so there is no redundant data entry
necessary, saving you time and money while
increasing accuracy.

PEOPLE
The Person File contains information about
people and a history of their contacts with law
enforcement. As a truly integrated system,
TracNet automatically enters information in the
Person File through:
 Crime Case (with Photos\Audio\Scanned)
 DUI’s
 Traffic collisions CHP 555\556
 Bookings (with Tattoo tracking)
 Citation
 FI entry
 Business Responsible
 Pawned Property
 Licensing of bikes\guns\taxis\vehicles
 Want\Warrant
 Gang tracking \ Career Criminal
 Known Offender
 Probation Parolee
 Registrant
As officers enter information, TracNet
automatically builds a file of Associated Persons.
Each person in the Records Management System
can have an unlimited number of aliases. With
TracNet, aliases can include names, dates of
birth, social security numbers, and even
addresses. This means when you look up
someone in TracNet you can easily find
associated persons, photos, and aliases — a
priceless investigative tool.
VEHICLES
All vehicle information collected is automatically
entered into the vehicle database and creates
associations between vehicles and people.
PROPERTY
TracNet allows you to maintain a record of
stolen/found/lost property and evidence.
Through a user-defined barcoding system, the
property log tracks items in and out of the
property room. Destruction orders of weapons
and narcotics is a simple task of electronically
moving items to a disposal bin, compiling a list
and attaching it to the court order for
destruction.
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The system also allows for a complete audit of
property, evidence, money, and narcotics:
 Maintain admissibility in court
 Storage of “special handling” items
 Identify items out to lab, court, etc.
 Tickler file for purge
 Return of property to owner/finder
CASE INVESTIGATION
TracNet makes it easy to keep track of cases
under investigation. Case Management functions
include:




Case investigation summary
Case investigation activity by officer
Cases at DA’s office or outside agencies

CITATIONS
As citations are issued,
TracNet stores the citation
information as well as
information about the
associated person(s) and
vehicle automatically into the
Person and Vehicle files.

ADMINISTRATION
TracNet enables you to keep on top of
administrative functions with less paperwork like
on line approvals, resulting in more efficiency.
Additionally track, store, and view information
relating to:
 Fees and Permits
 Bicycle license
 Gun registration
 Property
 Alarm and Responsible Person
MONTHLY STATE REPORTS
The value of a records system is revealed by the
management reports it produces.
TracNet produces all required Statemandated UCR reports, the California
Monthly Arrest and Citation Register
(MACR), and other statistical reports
that track:
 Property Stolen by
Classification
 Property By Type and Value
 Domestic Violence Related
Calls
 Violent Crimes against Seniors
 Arsons
 Officers Killed or Injured
 Homicide Cases
 Hate Crime Report
 Anti Reproductive Crimes
 555 Accident summaries

“Your records
management
system is the
strength of
your
department.”

FIELD INTERVIEWS
The Field Interview function
enables your agency to
assemble information and track
the many daily contacts officers have in the
field. All information is again automatically fed
into the Person, Incident, and Vehicle files
through this single point of entry.

INQUIRY AND CRIME MAPPING
With the Inquiry function, officers can create
reports based
on userdefined
parameters.
TracNet
makes
retrieving
data easy,
even with
minimal or
incomplete information. Find people by
searching first names, alias names, or dates of
birth. Locate vehicles with minimal information
such as color, make, or model. With TracNet,
you can easily search for information by victim
or suspect name, incident location, case
number, date of incident, officer, shift, or userdefined geographic area.
KNOWN OFFENDER FILES
With the TracNet Records Management
System, you can easily track a variety of
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offenders, as well as other special interest
groups. Address information allows data input
onto area maps for crime analysis.

REMEMBER!
Anyone can sell you a records management
system. It’s a major investment and results in
the effectiveness of your agency. Make sure you
get the service after purchase that you deserve.
For more than 20 years TracNet has been a
complete suite of products that fits the
automation needs of law enforcement agencies
throughout California. TracNet will simplify your
record keeping with single points of entry
resulting in a distribution of searchable relational
data accomplished through a full suite of
products.
You spend your time with training tools to make
your officers the best in the business. Let
TracNet make your records management
system another tool that supports the strength
of your department – records management
software that reflects the best of your officers.
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